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manufactured by cross-development method, the products to
be sold do not contain the program source code at the time of
development, and only the executable files are stored in
compressed form. [1] Therefore, if data of source code are not
given, similarity should be judged only by products from both
sides. In particular, this type of IT device may be developed
by a new product as an outsourcer, and the client may not be
the owner of the copyright and the client may become the
original proprietor. Illegal copy of information devices is
mainly caused by internal technicians participating in the
development process moving to another company through
turnover, producing the same products, producing and
selling similar products, and causing losses. In this case, the
developer who claims to be the original developer sues only
those products that are suspected of being stolen without
ownership of the development data of the device. In such a
quarrel, when a similarity evaluation of the object is
requested, the verification should be performed without
providing the source code of the product or the drawing of the
circuit board.
This study deals with the similarity analysis method and
the analysis result when the development data corresponding
to the object is not provided.

Abstract As the copyright disputes caused by illegal copy of
IoT devices are increasing, it is required to judge the similarity to
the embedded system such as Set-Top-Box and IPTV. However,
due to the characteristics of the system, it is difficult to obtain the
objective materials to evaluate the similarity. In this paper, we
analyze evaluation items and the utility of results to determine
the similarity in the case of difficulty in securing the materials in
the dispute of the embedded system. Embedded systems figure
out with hardware, software, and operating systems that work
together. It is possible to set evaluation items such as circuit
board configuration, connection pattern, signal input / output
method, operation sequence, and GUI expression, even if there is
no program source. Also, it is shown that the similarity between
hardware and software can be verified as a result of comparison
between both sides. The verification object is the essential data
for judging the similarity of both sides, and it is an important
data to perform the one-to-one comparison with the object. In
this paper, we propose that evaluation items can be set by
utilizing the characteristics of the system even when the object is
insufficient, suggesting the possibility that it can be used as a
useful proof for copyright dispute.
Keywords: copyright, evaluation, comparison, ownership,
embedded system, illegal copy

I. INTRODUCTION

II. OBJECT MATERIALS BASIC

Data mining helps to extract the original and the valuable
data from the large amount of dataset. As the need for
information devices connected to the Internet has expanded,
the development of embedded systems in which hardware
and software are interconnected is increasing. Systems based
on OS(Operating system) are being used as service devices
such as IPTV, STB(Set Top Box), and IoT(Internet Of
Things), with the development of application programs. As a
way to shorten system development time for various
purposes, an illegal copy of a copyrighted product is
reproduced and a dispute arises that infringes the original
developer's rights. However, because alleged piracy claims to
use an open-architecture technology, there is a need to judge
the similarity between the original product and piracy.
For similarity evaluation, both sides should provide the
data used in the development stage, but there is an unfair
situation in the submission of data from the side with the
doubt of illegal copy. Since embedded system products are

Most of the information devices used as portable terminals
are made up of the processor-based IO(input and output)
hardware and application software based on the
OS(operating system). The operating system uses open
source programs such as Linux Kernel, develops device
drivers to enable hardware interfaces, and adds its own
functions to the kernel[2,3]. The configuration of portable
information devices is shown[Figure 1]. It contains a RAM
used as a temporary storage for a program, a FLASH ROM
for storing application programs, a keyboard used for input /
output of information devices, an LCD and a touch pad, and
a communication port for external communication (USB,
COM).
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the user and it means the size, color, weight, position and
shape of the interface button, size and resolution of the
display screen. All of the elements known as 'product'
specifications with the product case can be considered as
evaluation items. This is because, from the point of view of
developers who are developing new products, everything
starts from the idea of the developer and is implemented. If a
similarity is found in these elements, it can be judged that the
pirate has unauthorized use of the developer's intellectual
property rights[6, 7].
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Figure 1. Embedded system architecture
Based on such a hardware configuration, the application
program is created using a programming language familiar
to the developer, and the completed program execution code
is stored in the flash ROM. At this time, the application
program utilizes various functions of the processor and
peripherals (key pad, LCD monitor, LCD touch screen and
communication port) to provide a terminal function useful to
the user[4, 5]. As the function of the terminal is diversified
and the function of the core processor is improved, the
information device developed with the embedded structure is
manufactured by installing a system management program
known as an operating system (OS) as shown [Figure 2]. An
operating system is software that has the ability to manage all
functions of the system such as peripherals, memory, files,
and interfaces with functions similar to those of a Personal
computer.

3.2. PCB Board
PCB (Printed Circuit Board) is a circuit board for
connecting the design contents of a circuit diagram in
practice. A copper board is made on a plate of a certain size,
and a circuit component is connected. This includes the size
of the PCB, the pattern of the connection pattern, the position
of the component, and the spacing between components.
Therefore, if similarity is shown in the above items, it can be
regarded as a basis for the illegal copy.
3.3. Schematic Circuit
A circuit schematic is a circuit diagram showing the kinds
of components constituting the hardware of the information
device and the connection lines between the components.
The circuit diagram includes the developer's proprietary
technology such as the size position of the parts in the
drawing, the lengths of the connection lines and connection
lines between the component terminals, and the names given
to the connection lines. And there are all developer's unique
information. It is the basis for judging that the developer's
copyright has been stolen.
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3.4. Software Source
There is a difference in the language or operating system
used depending on the processor applied to the system. When
the operating system is applied, the structure of the kernel,
the usage model, the device driver, and the application
program are compared. Also, language and program flow
chart used in development are used as an important software
comparison elements[8, 9]. However, most of the defendant's
data is poorly provided, and there are many cases where the
defendant is not cooperating. Therefore, the similarity to the
copyrighted subject matter claimed by the complainant is
derived from the developer's point of view.

Application SW
Embedded OS

Figure 2. Device with Operating system

A device that operates the terminal in real time is
called an embedded information device. Therefore, the
software part developed is the kernel device driver, and
the application program for the user interface and is
added to the operating system.
III. EVALUATION ITEMS
The embedded information device is characterized in that
an interface device, a device driver, and software including
an application program are interlocked and operated based
on a processor. Therefore, similarity comparison can be
obtained by dividing the overall information of the system
into items as follows.
1) Design of the whole system
2) PCB board
3) Schematic Circuit
4) Software source
5) Operating sequence

3.5. Operating sequence
The operating characteristic is referred to sequential steps
such as a user's switch, a touch pad, and information input,
which after power on, the information device is used and
operated according to the display state. This process is
designed by the developer considering the usability of the
system. Based on this procedure, the program is created and
the user function is implemented[10]. Therefore, even the
case of the system or the appearance of the system is
different, if the operation
procedure is similar, the
possibility of illegal copy

3.1. Design of the whole system
The system refers to the type of product to be handled by
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may be suspected.
IV. TYPES OF EVALUATION
Disputes caused by illegal copy of information devices are
caused by illegally utilizing the development technology of
original copyright owners, producing similar systems, and
releasing them to the market at low cost, as a result it makes
economic losses of original developers. Evaluations are
carried out to determine whether there has been a technical
steal as a way to resolve a dispute, or whether the product is
of a public range that anyone can develop using the open
technology. As shown in [Figure 3], the cause of the dispute
arises from the interested party, and the complainant makes a
complaint to the investigating copyright authority. The
requesting agency shall prove to both sides of the dispute the
part corresponding to the cause of the economic damage or
request the submission of the proof materials. When the
evaluation materials are submitted, the compare items and
the evaluation data are included in the professional copyright
agency. At this time, if the core part of the interest can be
identified, the copyright agency shall include a specific
request for evaluation through agreement between the
parties.
There are three types of copyright disputes consisting of
systems. 1) the dispute that occurs when a development
participant turns to another company and produces the same
product. 2) the dispute that copyright owner commission
other developers with technical skills to make products.
However, this occurs when the developer produces and sells
similar products. 3) The original proprietor commissioned a
skilled developer to make the product. The dispute arises
when the developer leaks technology to another company and
produces a product from a third party.
Copyright
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if the company is abroad, securing the object is limited to the
product sold in the market. Therefore, in this case, it is
difficult to perform the evaluation, because the program
source code for the objectsis not provided.
Especially, since the information device including the
operating system such as the embedded system is
manufactured by the cross development method, the source
code is embedded in the computer for development and the
object system is implemented with the executable file such as
STB, IPTV with IoT, etc. [Figure 4]. In this case, the source
program in the development stage must be provided as a
object materials, and similarity comparison is possible[12].

Figure 4. Environment of cross development for
Embedded system
Embedded type evaluation object is a feature that is
produced in the environment of cross development.
Therefore, the source program data is not included in the user
target system. Therefore, in order to judge similarity, the
situation that both source codes are not submitted occurs.
However, since the program source depends on the hardware
environment and is designed to suit the component parts and
functions used, it is possible to indirectly judge the operation
sequence of the system such as the interface type, and the
PCB(Printed Circuit Board) pattern of the circuit board. In
addition, by comparing the GUI(Graphic User Interface)
configuration and the operation pattern when using the
remote controller or the touch screen, the similarity can be
derived, which can help the overall meaningful comparison
result of the system.
There is a remote control for the system to communicate
with the outside. In general, the remote control uses the NEC
Format method, and the signaling method is more useful
than the line-coding method in which serial data is used as a
method of minimizing errors[11]. As shown in the [Figure
5], 16-bit custom code (vendor identification code) and 16-bit
control code are output continuously. Each 16-bit code is
composed of 8 bits of information and 8 bits of inverted
information, the control code is allocated to 8 bits, and the
remote control type is configured to have 256 different
functions.

Researcher leave

Figure 3. Flow of evaluation process to resolve dispute
In the first and second cases, the materials used for
development and the source code of the program can be
provided by both sides, and the object materials can be
submitted. In the third case, the developer of the
reproductions does not belong to the disputed company, and
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Figure5. NEC remote control format
At this time, in order to distinguish the logical value of the arbitrarily set by the product designer and are implemented
data to be continuously transmitted, there is a signal format so that the promised function is operated in the receiver
for applying different pulse method to logic signals '1' and '0' program. Therefore, since the functions defined in the code
as shown in the [Figure 6].
can not be the same for each product, even if there is no
program source code of the corresponding device driver, it
can be used as a data for judging the similarity of the two
systems.The signals of the remote control of the IPTV used in
general households are shown in the [Figure 7]. and there are
the corresponding custom codes and instruction codes.
Figure 6. logic level ‘0’ and ‘1’ pulse define
Here, the custom code and the instruction code are

Figure 7. Remocon signal on receiver side
As the analysis shows, the custom code and control code of
the remote control signal show [0x83] and [0x90] for 'power
button'. If these remote control codes operate identically on
other systems, it is possible to suspect that the remote control
source code is the same. Generally, in the hardware and
software design process of the remote controller, there is a
feature that the developer arbitrarily assigns 256 functions of
I. CONCLUSION
the control code and uses them. For this reason, most home
The evaluation of the embedded system including the
appliances are manufactured with different remote control
code values and are incompatible with each other. In other operating system may not be able to be compared with the
words, in the similarity evaluation when the program source source code only because the submission of the program
code is not provided, the system interlocked with the source code that should be included in the object materials of
hardware can be utilized for judging the similarity of the the parties to the dispute is insufficient. However, in the
program by analyzing the proposed peripheral operation characteristics of information devices, if the software are
created based on hardware, the circuit diagram, operation
characteristic.
The following [Table 1] shows the similarity analysis sequence, and interface method constituting the system can
results for the proposed evaluation items. Some similarities be used as evaluation items. Therefore, by analyzing the
were observed between the operation sequence and the PCB items on both sides of the object materials, it is suggested that
pattern, and similar results were obtained with the remote it can be used as the basis of similarity judgment. In addition,
control signal, and the circuit components showed no the source code of the program, including the operating
characteristics of the system, should be included in the object
similarity by using the open technique.
for accurate similarity determination. In the future, in case of
Table 1: Evaluation result
copyright disputes of the evaluation system type, we hope to
complement the institutional
policy that obliges the
parties to submit the source
program.
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